
Bibles to Banknotes – a 
Celebration of 500 Years
As part of its 500th anniversary celebrations in 2019, Orell Füssli released 
a series of three house notes, with a common theme but produced on 
different substrates.

Orell Füssli is believed to be the world’s oldest security printer, and the 
notes were designed to reflect its history and pay homage to its location in 
Switzerland, as well as highlighting the technological and artistic capabilities of 
its banknote printing.

The Themes Behind the Design
Planning for the anniversary note began in 2015 when the idea of a special 
house note first surfaced. A design competition was launched in 2016, with 
Christophe Métroz being chosen out of a group of five Swiss graphic artists. A 
first-time designer of banknotes, he likened the role of a security print designer 
to that of an architect who doesn’t have control over all of the parameters 
and so has to work with suppliers and combine each complex element within 
a design.

Three specific ideas were selected to appropriately convey the main theme 
of the note, which is Time. These ideas were ‘Swissness’, ‘long historical 
tradition’, and ‘looking to the future’. As the note was intended to represent 
both past and future, the design is contemporary but incorporates historical 
elements, such as the timeline and late 19th century image of Zurich on the 
reverse of the note.

Design features of the notes include, on the front a symbolic human face 
created by combining a portrait by Albrecht Dürer – a German Renaissance 
painter, printmaker and theorist – and a picture of an anonymous woman 
from today.

On the reverse is an historical timeline featuring several key dates, including the 
establishment of Orell Fussli, printing of the Zwingli bible (Orell Füssli first began 
producing these in 1531),  and a ‘Vreneli’ 20 Swiss franc note. An image of 
Swiss printmaker Heinrich Siegfried’s artwork of Zurich in 1884, combined with 
a cartographic map of the city, also features.

Both sides of the note portray the theme of time, represented by the various 
symbols of a water clock (clepsydra), spiral, and labyrinth, with a Zürich symbol 
and hourglass present on either side of the note.

The new house notes were partially revealed throughout 2019, overlaid by a 
jigsaw puzzle from which one piece was removed each month running up to 
the full unveiling at the October 2019 Intergraf security printing conference 
in Copenhagen.

An Industry Collaboration
Orell Füssli had the objective of demonstrating how a single design could be 
adapted to the unique characteristics and technical requirements of various 
substrates and security features, whilst exhibiting the company’s expertise in 
design and tailor-made products.

The anniversary note was a collaboration between Orell Füssli and project 
partners KURZ, SICPA, KBA NotaSys (now Koenig & Bauer Banknote 
Solutions), Landqart and Hueck Folien, and was special not only for its design 
concept but that it was printed on three different substrates – standard 
cotton-based paper, Landqart’s Durasafe®, and CCL Secure’s GUARDIAN™.

The ultimate message behind 
the design of our banknotes is of 
human achievement transcending 

the limits of time, memorialising past 
accomplishments whilst looking to the future.
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Panoply of Features
The anniversary note combines both highly complex printing 
processes with some of the latest security features. The main and 
obvious difference between the three banknotes is the security 
feature used in the window.

The banknote featuring Durasafe, a composite of two outer layers 
of cotton banknote paper fused together with a central core of 
transparent polymer, features a Thrusafe™ transparent window 
that is overprinted with SICPA’s OVI®.

The cotton-based banknote, known for its tactile feel accentuated 
by intaglio printing, utilises the KINEGRAM® APL – an innovative 
window patch from KURZ – in combination with a KINEGRAM 
REVIEW® feature.

The GUARDIAN banknote, where the structure is a pure 
polymer core selectively coated with multiple opaque layers so 
that a transparent window remains, features a motif printed on 
the window.

Security features are also integrated within the design of the 
notes, such as the top left side of the portrait on the front of the 
note, which displays repeated key numbers of 1519, 2019, and 
500, using intaglio printing. Likewise, the main face of the portrait 
utilises intaglio and offset printing. These printing processes 
provide both colour and design but also some of the features 
themselves, such as numbering, microtext (both offset and 
intaglio), UV, see-through register, and a TwinTilt® latent image.

Other security features include fine line OVI printing, SPARK® 
TrueSpin, fine line Microperf®, a watermark and ColourSwitch™ 
thread (for the Durasafe and cotton versions) and Viewsafe 
(Durasafe only).

The 500th anniversary banknotes are instantly recognisable as 
being Swiss by their innovative modern design, colours, and 
combining complexity with simplicity and, says Orell Füssli, 
demonstrate its technological print and aesthetic capabilities – 
a fitting celebration of the longevity of the company.
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Left: The Thrusafe™ window in the Durasafe® version is overprinted by OVI®. Centre: KINEGRAM® APL on cotton. Right: Motif printed on Guardian™ window.

OVI ® fine line printing. Viewsafe™ with the security thread ColorSwitch™. TwinTilt® latent image.

KINEGRAM ZERO.ZERO®.
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